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New suspect
in Hirschman
case named
by Judi Kopp
editor

A possible suspect has been
named in the 11/2 year murder
investigation of a University
coed.
Michael Lee Lockhart, of
Walbridge, was named earlier
this week by the Wood County
prosecuting attorney's office as
a possible suspect in the murder
of Karen Sue Hirschman.
Lockhart recently has been
named as a suspect in a string of
murders of young women across
the country, and is being held in
a Beaumont, Texas jail. He has
been charged with the murder of
a police officer and the stabbing
death of a 16-year-old girl in Indiana.
The prosecutors office said
that based on the similarities of
the other murders, "we are looking at his background to determine if he is a potential suspect
in the murder of Karen Sue
Hirschman."
Hirschman, 22, was a management systems information
major who had transferred to
the University from Michigan
Technological University at the
beginning of Fall, 1986 term.
According to a Jan. 13, 1987
BG News, Hirschman was found
dead at about 9:05 p.m. Jan. 6 by
her boyfriend in the living room
of her apartment at 818 Second

BG given
Eminent
Scholar
by Catherine Hoehn
assistant managing editor

Thomas Attig, chair of the
Philosophy Department, said he
was "more than a little hopeful"
that his department would
receive an Eminent Scholar
Award this year. And it did.

Street. She had suffered stab
wounds on the chest and abdomen and had bruises on her
head.
Dr. Roger Peatee, Wood
County coroner, said Jan. 7 that
Hirschman died of internal hemorrhaging about 30 minutes
before she was found.

The Ohio Board of Regents
has granted the University's
Philosophy Department a
$360,000 Eminent Scholar Award
in honor of its Applied Philosophy Program. The program is
devoted to "moral ana social
philosophy," or the progression
of the philosophical profession
towards "sustained reflection"
on issues of social responsibility,
Attig said.

Police removed two vanloads
of evidence from the apartment
and turned the evidence over to
the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hirschman, 4531
Flanders Hill Road, Toledo.

The award is the second such
honor the Board has granted to a
University department since the
program originated in 1963, he
added. The first went to the
Chemistry Department in 1986.

The Hirschman family moved
to Toledo in Sept. 1985, when
Karen's father was transferred
to the Trinova company.
According to the June 26 edition of the (Toledo) Blade.
Lockhart has been accused of
using a .357 magnum in the
murder of a police officer, accused of a series of robberies,
and accused of the Oct. 13, 1987
stabbing death of Windy Gallagher, 16 of Griffin, Ind.

The Board endows 1500,000,
which the "University commits
itself to match," making a total
of fl million given to the department.
The money is then used to attract professors who have
achieved national and international prominence in teaching,
scholarship and research.

He is a suspect in the Jan. 20
stabbing death of Jennifer Colhouer, 14 of Land-O-Lakes Fla.
The Blade also reported that
Lockhart is wanted by Toledo
police for the rape of a woman
on Nov. 8,1987 and the theft of a
red Corvette from an area automobile dealer.

BG News/Mark Thalman

Splishin' and a splashin'
People used many different remedies to keep cool during the recent heat wave. Local resident Joshua
Pierson decided the best way was to play in the fountains In front of the Administration Building.

He said the full $1 million is
not given to the attending scholar as salary, but is also used,
through investments, to help
pay back the $500,000 the University gave for the program.
D See Scholar, page 8.

Shrider retires after 26 years as secretary
by Stacy Manges
staff reporter

The administrative secretary to the
Board of Trustees, after 26 years of service to the president's office, will be retiring from the University at the end of
this month.
June Shrider, who began working at
the University under then-president
Ralph Harshman. has been the 'real
board secretary, according to Phil
Mason, executive assistant to the president and secretary to the Board.
"I am the secretary to the Board but
as far as I am concerned, (June) is the
'real board secretary' as far as the true
fuctions of the job," Mason said.
Shrider said some of her duties include the recording of minutes at
Trustee meetings, planning for the
orientation and introduction of a new
Trustee, and sending out official notices
to Trustee members.

She has worked with many trustees
and five University presidents and "I am the secretary to
Mason said that has helped her when it
comes to the workings of the Universi- the Board but as far as I
ty.
"June has worked at the University am concerned, (June) is
for 26 years. During that time, there the 'real board
were 34 Trustees and five University
6residents. That is over half of the total secretary' as far as the
niversity Trustees and exactly half of true fuctions of the
the presidents in the history of BGSU,"
Mason said. "One can't work that long Job."
with that many presidents without de- -Phil Mason, executive
veloping a sensitivity to University
operations."
assistant to the president
Shrider said the Board of Trustees
has changed a lot since she began at the
University.
The Trustees have also added three
"More women have served on the
board in recent years than in the past," representatives to the board since
she said. "There are two women on the Shrider began working at the Universiboard right now and there is one va- ty.
"They added an undergraduate repcancy to be filled. Maybe the governor
will appoint a women this time too and resentative during the 1971-72 school
year and a graduate student repthen there will be three."

resentive in spring of 1976," Shrider
said. A faculty representative has also
been added.
Shrider worked in a manufacturing
company before coming to the University. "Non-profit organizations seem to
be more relaxed. They don't have quite
the pressure that a profit-making organization does. They are sticklers for
detail in some things, though," Shrider
said.
There are other differences to working for a University than for a company.
"You learn quickly to call people by
their correct titles. It they are a Doctor,
Sou don't call them Mister. They will
ictfully call attention to it immediately," she said.
She also said her work at the University has also improved her writing
skills.
"Working here really puts you on
your toes. If you are sending something

to the English Department, it has to be
correct or they will usually call attention to it also," Shrider said.
Following a trip to Colorado, Shrider
said she plans to be a frequent visitor to
the campus in the future.
Also retiring at the end of the month
is Betty Moon, who has been the secretary to the president since President
Hollis Moore. Moon, who started 22
years ago at the University Bookstore,
plans to 'ignore the phone' and travel
with her husband.
Mary Grant, secretary in the president's office, said that Moon is 'one in a
million' and she will definitely be missed.
"She's really a first-class lady who
has an unique with the students and the
faculty. We will definitely miss her.'
Marianne Kolbe from the political
science department will be replacing
Moon at the beginning of July.

Mail backlog
moving slowly
by Judi Kopp
editor

Students who are still waiting to receive their forwarded
mail from the University
should be getting it soon, according to the Postal coordinator.
Student crews are now
working on sorting and forwarding mail daily James
Clemens said.
"We have the First Class
mail caught up to date.
However, there is a backlog
of business mail but we always have some backlog," he
said.
He said the process of forwarding the mail is a timeconsuming one because each
piece of mail must be looked
at individually.
"It's a labor intensive process. Our first priority is to

get the First Class mail out.
Then we work on the secondclass mail, which is the newspapers and magazines and
then we get the third-class
bulk mail out," he said.
He said the workload is the
main hold-up.
"The amount of work is the
main problem," he said." We
can't staff to process all the
mail, that would Just be too
many people. We have been
working daily to process the
change of address cards, but
there is a lot of mail."
He said students may call
the post office if they believe
the University still has a
piece of mail.
Rob Waddington, senior
radio-television-film major,
said that the delay has caused
him some problems,
however.
D See Pott Office, page 5.

INSIDE
D A University student has taken the Miss Ohio crown; see
story, page 4.

D Madhottter is not a conventional band; see story page S.
D Splnks. Tyson matchup not
all It was cracked up to be; see
stories, page 7.

WEATHER
BG News Kralg Pyct
Stacks of undelivered mail wait at the University post office for change of address cards to be processed.
Some University students have not received mall in six weeks.

Variable cloudiness will be
across the region with temperatures reaching about 70 degrees today. Tonight should be
cool with temps dipping Into the
middle 40s.

Editorial
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Postal service
shoddy, slow
Neither rain nor snow nor dead of night will
keep these mailcarriers from their appointed
rounds — unless you're the University Post Office.
Last year's on-campus students who filed a
change of address card with the University post office are just beginning to receive their mail that
was supposed to be forwarded from the office.
Some students have not received mail in over six
weeks and post office workers say it will be another
two to three weeks before the cards can all be processed. This is absurd.
The problems that students face because of this
are many. It is very likely that bills are sitting in
the office getting dusty while many students' credit
ratings are going to the dogs. This may cause more
than the immediate problems for some students.
Many will face the consequences of the delinquent
bills in later years as they face creditors in attempts to get loans for cars and houses.
Students have come to expect more than shoddy
service from the University and the post office.
This problem seems to occur as every summer
starts.
University postal workers have claimed in the
past that a lack of money is part of the trouble that
plagues the office. If this is the case — why is
$577,000 being spent on a new information booth, instead of upgrading the post offices service. Maybe
the administration should consider moving the post
office out to the new information booth. With all
that money maybe we'll get our mail faster.

What happened?
Miscellaneous
By
Therese

LI

Drake
Almost four years ago, I came
to this University as a high
school senior trying to decide
where to go to college. I still remember that day. A good friend
of mine who was also considering BGSU came up with me
along with our mothers.
My girlfriend and I did the
usual routine. We took the typical campus tour, talked with
some of the journalism professors, visited older friends who
were already taking classes
here while our mothers investigated the more important
aspects of college life: if we
would be staying in an all girl
residence hall and if we would
be fed properly. We eventually
all met each other in the Union
for coffee and donuts (actually,
at that point, I think it was still
milk and donuts).
Looking around the cafeterialike atmosphere, I decided that
this was where I wanted to go to
school. College students were
either reading for a class assignment, studying frantically
for an upcoming test, or chatting
with a friend between classes.
The Falcon's Nest symbolized
everything that I expected college life to be about.
Since then, I joined the University as a student and became
part of the Union's steady flow
of regulars. My freshman year it
was the ice cream retreat after
a hard workout at the Rec
Center. During my sophomore
year, I went there on Fridays for
pizza and beer. Last year when I
became an off-campus student,
it became my home-away-fromhome. Throughout my college
career, the Union has grown to
fit that image I engrained in my
mind that day during my senior
year.

Monday morning I walked into
the Union for the first time since
its renovation. I can't bring myself to call the new decor an improvement. The awnings outside
were relatively attractive. A
little regal, I thought, for the
good ole Falcon's Nest, but who
knows, maybe they spruced the
place up a bit. Then I walked inside...Wait a minute, I'm in the
wrong building. No, it says University Union right out front.
Horror strikes deep in my gut.
This can't be my stomping
grounds of the last three years.
This isn't the place where I once
told my best friend about the
hunk I met Saturday night or
where we had all chosen the location of our annual end of the
year blowout or where I paced
out my frustrations from the
computer lab.
All the memories disappeared
somewhere amidst the low ceilings, brightly colored tables and
chairs. The $400,000 'renovation'
was supposed to make the traffic flow move more smoothly
through the food service lines.
Traffic may not be much of a
problem during the summer, but
1 can't wait to see what it's like
in the fall.
Instead of feeling comfortable
in the large, friendly atmosphere, the lowered ceilings add
a distinctly claustrophobic air to
the place. The $28,000 ceiling
decorations do nothing to alleviate the problem.
On the other hand, there were
a few things that I do like about
the new decor. The new, glassenclosed bake shop directly in
front of the main doors is nice,
firoviding an appealing view
rom the information area,
which was also attractively redone.
It's not that I'm against
change. I just think the money
could have been better spent.
Maybe actually finishing Williams Hall or something. Oh
well, what can you expect from
a University that builds a new
information center instead of delivering its mail.
Drake, a senior magazine
journalism major, hopes that no
other University landmarks are
up for renovation before she
graduates.

Dem. race becoming boring
By P.J. Whitman
Choreographed with the subtle
smoothness of a donkey ballet,
the vice presidential selection
Ceess of the Democratic Party
disintegrated into a Jesse
Jackson shakedown and a Mike
Dukakis tap dance. How does
Mikey D. say "thanks, but no
thanks..." to Jesse without Jesse
saying "Me and my rainbow coalition is a-stayin' home!" The
climax of this political last tango
comes at the convention in Atlanta, and the sooner the better.
Over-analyzed by the experts,
the "wisdom" of the political
sages is wasted on a wiser electorate. The electorate is rapidly
growing bored with this dance
number which has dragged on
embarrassingly much too long.
Mike ain't gonna pick Jesse, and
that's the fact Jack. And this is
just the kind of dirty dancing

duet that has destroyed Democratic Party unity too many
times before.
Jesse Jackson has mounted a
populist liberal campaign that
has registered hundreds of
thousands of disenfranchised
minority voters. Meanwhile,
Mike Dukakis and his organization has developed a strong and
well-funded march to the party
nomination. For these efforts
both candidates deserve a pat on
the back and a round of apElause. and the voters need a
reak from the Vee Pee bogie.
Moving from the dance floor
to the classroom...
Reverend Jackson seeks a political pulpit, and in the face of
the Reagan racial equality reverses, the black community
welcomes a spokesman. Okay
fine — this is right, this is fair.
Social justice as well as equal
economic opportunity are vital
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concerns expressed with charismatic fervor by the selfappointed successor to Dr. King,
our Reverend Jackson.

Jackson ticket, Dukakis offends
both the party mainstream and
the Jackson-built, left flank of
the party.

Unfortunately Jesse is flunking American Political Reality
588, the study of the transition
from national candidate to persona spokesman for a just
cause. The test for the course is
leading a group of supporters
into a position of greater political influence without sabotaging
the very national campaign (of
Mike Dukakis) which would
most benefit the core supporters
of the Jackson campaign.

Dukakis needs to urge Jackson to continue the Jackson
soci'aicrusade, highlighting the
points where the two candidates
agree, insisting that a Dukakis
candidacy will never abandon
the quest for equality and justice
in America. And urge Jackson to
mold his coalition to the dual
task of raising social awareness
and building grass roots minority political strength, which
would now most benefit the
Jackson rainbow coalition.

On the otherhand. Governor
Mike is failing Coalition Building 1988 by playing foil to the
Jackson need of keeping the political spotlight and maintaining
momentum in a Jackson presidential campaign that has run
out of road to continue. By continuing this ill-advised, out of
time, dance around a Dukakis-

Letters
Are taxpayers getting money's worth?
Jim Youll ought to be commended for his concern about the
$577,373 information booth to be built here. I suppose more people
are concerned, and I am so concerned that I would like to offer a few
remarks.
It does not matter HOW MUCH we taxpayers spend; the question
is whether we are getting our money's worth. The price quoted for
the booth and its modest environs seems highly exaggerated. For
this kind of money (since obviously we do have the money and we
are on a spending spree) we could add some really nice touches.
What about some shady cloisters on three sides of the Information
Booth Plot? They could be built inxpensively, perhaps of our native
limestone. A skillful gardener might coax some climbing roses to
wind around the pillars. The whole structure could be enhanced by a
reflecting pond. I am torn between a smooth pool with water lilies
and goldfish, and a more formal, square body of water with a whispering fountain in the center. Many of our well-traveled faculty,
administrators and trustees might offer other ideas.
Let us not forget a decent lounge where in-coming freshmen could
ponder their future at BGSU. Nothing elaborate — just plush carpeting, well-designed armchairs and marble walls.
As we know, other government agencies preoccupied with spending our money, such as, e.g. the Pentagon, never had problems receiving the funds they requested. It is only after they had spent them
foolishly, did the $180 hammers start hitting the fan. Let us avoid it
here, settle for a much less expensive booth and blow the money on
some real needs, such as thousands of books which should be in our
library, better classrooms and lecture halls, new equipment, tutorial help for many students who need it. Let us rearrange our priorities.
Stefania E. Frank, retired
Language Laboratory Director (summer only)
University Union

Union disliked
The new union is an assault on
myears.
The acoustics would drive an
architect to tears.
The ceiling is too low.and it's
not the helps fault service is
slow.
They wanted more seating but
that's all they got
You see the service line has a
jajorclot.
We wait in line to get a drink
but then we can't get out, it's
screwed up I think.
Was this interior desecration
by committee?
This organization is a terrible
Last spring the Falcon's Nest
had large round tables.
For interaction and discourse
we are now unable.
This ain't quality research but
I took a poll.
In the Falcon's Nest there are
unhappy souls.
We are glad to see an attempt
at improvement
But the results have been a
disillusionment.
The Happy Gladiator
P.O. Box 893

And now let the ritual dance
continue to its ballroom conclusion at the Atlanta convention.
Then, thank heaven, this VicePresidential "twist and shout"
can finally be put to rest. The
tune is getting old guys, put on
another song, we're tired of the
present beat.

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus
forum.
The editorial page regularly features columnists
who write on a variety of
fou don't have to be a
journalism major or even
a student to write a column. H» News encourages and welcomes any
and all guest columnists.
Additional opinions may
be expressed In setters to
the editor.
Letters to the editor
should be a maximum of
960-900 words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus
mailbox number along
with your telephone number for verification, must
be included.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten
and double-spaced. University students writing
columns must provide
class rank, major and
hometown.
The News reserves the
right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
Zll West Hall

Correction
Food coupons are accepted at the University union
from 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
during the summer
months, contrary to what
was printed in last week's
News. Coupons will be accepted after 6 p.m. in the
Fall and Spring semesters.
The News regrets the error.

Basic staples of college life
By Erin A. O'Connor

THE BG NEWS

June 29,1988

We Americans are constantly admired for our imagination, creativity and resourcefulness. The American college student epitomizes
these qualities especially when it comes to our diet. Let me explain.
College students today are discovering that an education is a financially strageling proposition. Their parents work and save only
to discover that they have earned just a tad too much money to qualify for financial aid yet not enough to cover exorbinant tuition fees
and living expenses of their college-bound children. Thus, hundreds
of thousands of students arrive on campuses all over the United
States and are forced to survive on the measly few hundred dollars
they have earned from summer labors.
This spring, I arrived on campus facing a situation similar to the
one discribed above, yet in at least one way my situaion was worse.
After having enriched my college education studying and traveling in Europe, I arrived home penniless. The combination living in
Paris for a month and living and traveling in Europe after the stock
market crash in October managed to obliterate my entire savings.
To make my homecoming even more unpleasant, I found that my
job at the Wood County Court house had been awarded to a computer.
Luckily, I had enough money to cover rent, but my grocery stipend
was nil. Could I survive on just pennies per week? What would I eat?
Sitting at the kitchen table separating American quarters from
Dutch guilders and Irish pounds, I realized that 10 years down the
road I would laugh at my present misfortune.
Fortunatly, I moved Into a household of mostly poor, very busy

students (3 swimmers, a bio-genetic graduate and a medical student). We struggled together often pooling our resources to make a
meal. One of our best meals consisted of sausage, combread, maccaroni casserole and some mushy apples. Believe me we were
smacking our lips.
I learned a great deal from my experiences; I could not possibly
share all the new recipies. Here are just a few imaginative concoc-

staples of the collegiate diet. The most popular staple item of the
semester, according to my housemates, was hot cereal. We all had
our favorites: Andrea, Tracey and Moe loved Cream-of-Wheat; Les
ate Co-co Wheats; My favorite was Maypo. It's a kin to oatmeal but
is flavored with natural maple so sugar or honey is unnecessary.
Also, its great mixed with yogurt for lunch or dinner.
But, it was Alex who tested the outer limits of the mixing technique with his oatmeal concoctions: oatmeal and ketsup, oatmeal
and mustard, oatmeal and salad dressing, oatmeal and com, oatmeal and green beans. "Oatmeal is so plain you have to spice it up a
little," he said.
■*•
■»
He used to do the same thing with tomato soup. One day he went
too far and mixed tomato soup and bran cereal.
"Bran didn't work. It was too dry and soaked up all the soup. All it
was was a pile of mush." he said. Somehow with a little imagination
and some Maypo. bouillon, oatmeal, yogurt and soup, I proved that
it was possible to live on just pennies a week.
I was able to sustain myself until I got a job at Kaufman's and was
able to afford to buy REAL food.

Local
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Are you sizzling or are you sneezing?
Students beating heat in high temps Allergy sufferers can find relief
University students found some pretty unique
ways to beat the heat last weekend as most some
stayed inside and enjoyed the air-conditioning.

from staff and wire reports

More than 30 record highs were posted as hot air
moved across the Ohio Valley last Saturday.

Chris Schooley, a elementary/learning disability education major, said she went to the Toledo
Zoo, but she drank a lot of liquid while she was
Temperatures across the lower Great Lakes and there.
the Ohio Valley were 15 to 25 degrees warmer than
"I went to see the pandas because my friend was
on Friday. The hottest official temperature across here from Columbus and she wanted to see them,"
the lower 48 states was 106 at Elkhart, Ind.
she said. "We didn't realize it was so hot until we
got to Toledo and started walking toward the zoo.
Temperature records up to 87 years old were when we got home it just felt good to sit in the airshattered or tied in 43 cities from Oregon to Flor- conditioning."
ida, with the mercury over 100 degrees in 25 of
Tim Baker, senior journalism major, said he
those cities. Bullhead City, Ariz., had the nation's spent a couple of hours at the Woodland Mall behigh with 114 degrees.
cause it was air-conditioned and then he went
swimming at an apartment pool.
Saturday's 104 degree high made it the hottest
"We went to get a keg at 10:30 at night because it
June day on record in Bowling Green. Before that was too hot to stay sober," he said.
the hottest temperature had been 103 degrees on
Senior speech pathology major Julie Restle, said
June 28,1933. The hottest June 23 was 101 degrees she spent several hours walking through airin 1870.
conditioned stores.

Students who suffer from allergies have begun to wage the
war against the itchy eyes and
the runny noses. But several
months lie between now and the
first frost and the allergy attacks may be getting unbearable.
Joshua Kaplan, director of the
health center, said that allergies
are caused by various airborne
dusts and pollens and that students who suffer from allergy
symptoms should try to reduce
the amount of dust around them.
"For most people, reducing
the dust around them will help.
Air-conditioning filters a lot of
the dust and pollens out of the
air," he said.

But for those students who are
driven crazy by itchy eyes and
runny noses. Kaplan recommends a couple lines of defense.
Antihistamines are an effective first defense against allergy
symptoms, Kaplan said. They
are relatively inexpensive and
safe and effective. The drawback to over-the-counter antihistamines is most make the user
drowsy. One prescription antihistaniine, Seldane, is relatively
effective but is fairly expensive.
Seldane doesn't make people
drowsy.
Kaplan said that after awhile
antihistamines aren't as effective and users should switch to
another brand to regain the effectiveness of the drug.

LET YOUR GOOD LOOKS GO TO YOUR HEAD!

FREE POP!
I
I
I
I

WITH FOOD PURCHASE
AND THIS COUPON

I

Bowling Green

? FOURTH OF JULY FIREWORKS DISPLAY;

107 State Street

HELLO
BOLLVI

9:45 p.m.

^m
P$f

BGSU Intramural Field

July 8, 9, 11, & 12 July 28, 29 and 30
8:00 p.m. - Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center
Student Ticket prices S3. $5, $7

J (Between Ice Arena and Alumni Center J
west of the Stadium)
J

Use your MasterCard. Visa or university charge
(or ticket reservations Call: 372-8171.
Kobacker Box Office Hours: nam-lpm & 4-<ipm weekdays
(Box Office will be closed July 4)

(Raindate: July 5)

_

STYLING SALON

MURPHY MART PLAZA

Sponsored by the Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce and the City of Bow- w
Img Green, in cooperation with Bowling Green State University.
W

( cli hi,mng our <Jlh summer season ot Broadway in Bowling <irrrn'

MON WED FRI 9-9

1080 S. Main St
Bowling Green, OH 43402
352-9344

Bowling Green Summer Musical Theater
presents

Monday, July 4, 1988

He said often antihistamines
are mixed with decongestants,
for two reasons.
"Decongestants are sometimes mixed with antihistamines because they will shrink
swollen membranes and (decongestants) help combat the
drowsiness associated with antihistamines."
He said other methods of
combatting allergy symptoms
like cortisone, prednisone, and
shots are more aggressive but
can be inconvenient and expensive.
He also said drinking lots of
fluids will help, especially if the
mucous is thick.
He said the worst time for allergies is the late summer and
early fall when ragweed is
prevalent.

TUES & SAT 9-6
THURS 9-7

.fcenedef,
* 352-4663 *

OPEN:

FAST FKtih DI.LIVI.RY
S3 25 MINIMUM
14 12 r woosicr

MON-SAT
liooa.m - top m
■ summer Hours!

*

**> - Me - Q*&

Free Pop With
Any 9" Sub Purchase!

Free Pop With
Any 9" Sub Purchase

In cooperation with IK.M ' ollc^r ol Musical An* & (X'panmrnt ol ihr.itcr

INTRAMURAL SESSION II ENTRIES

Folcon's
Nest

r^

*
*
•
•

in the University Union
New menu items
New bakery

• New cafeteria service
• New grill line service

Open Monday through Friday 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
During summer session, food coupons accepted all day.
Stop by and visit us soon!

UU€DN€SDRV
Join us for
a slice of watermelon!
11:30 a.m.
Off-Campus Student Center Courtyard
Come early!

* Featuring the following Draft:
Woodpecker Cider

Old Milwaukee

(England)
Gumess (Ireland)

Lite

Labatl s (Canada)

Budweiser

* over 60 brands ol Imports

SUNDAY NIGHT
"OPEN MIKE" NIGHT
Stand-up comics, singers, whatever! Prizes for all contestants.
10:30 pm - 1.00 am

$1.00 OFF Any Big Salad j
Chef • Vegetarian • Taco

Campus Pollueues
Free Delivery

352-9638
expires 7/13/88

$1.00 OFF Any Big Sub
Campus Pollueues

-i

CAMPUS
POLLV€V€S
440 E. Court SI.

Free Delivery
352-9638
expires 7/13/88

Open 11:00 am - 2:00 am

Lg. Pan Pizza with any 2
items plus one qt. of Coke
**•

1

30M.

Campus Pollueues
Free Delivery 352-9638
expjres_7V 1_3/88_

Sun-Wed

1

11.00 am - 3:00 am
Thurs - Sat

352-9638

'

II
I

[

Mondays
1 1-4
ClwmRavol.

»I.M

"■>««■■»

Tuesdays
11-4
1 Trip to SHU 64

'1» "°«~

KSJ© SUMMER ACTIVITIES

stum

Is
Your Summer House of Fun!
Mlchelob Dark

ARE DUE JULY 7, 1988 BY NOON
Pick up entry forms in 108 Rec Center.
For information call 372-2464, mornings

3rd Floor Union
372-2343

CAMPUS POLLV€V€S
Toby (England)

for
Softball - men's, women's & co-ed
Tennis - men's, women's & co-ed
Volleyball - co-ed
Golf - men's & women's

Wednesdays
11-t
9p«gMnt Dmn«r
'1.25 "on*"*

Thursdays
11-9

ftrjg COM Sue
■1.25 "°a».

Fridays
11-9
Slot of Pun
'1.00 tocWv

SP€CIAl €V€NTS
July 5
Mid-day Magic
Featuring Dave Simon!
11:30 am
Union Oval
(Rain Site: Lenhart Grand Ballroom
2nd Floor Union)

TONIGHT!
"Blazing Saddles"
8:00 pm
EVA MARIE SAINT THEATER
2nd Floor University Hall
July6
"Sixteen Candles"
July 13
"Ghostbusters"
July 20
"Blade Runner"
FREE ADMISSION

W€€K-€ND TRIPS!!

Sign up now for . . .
TOLEDO ZOO ADVENTURE
July 8 $5
- Van leaves at 12:00 noon
- Price includes transportation
and admission to zoo

PUT-IN-BRV TRIP
July 9 $5
Van leaves at 8:00 am
Price includes van ride to ferry
landing.
Ferry tickets can be purchased
individually for $7

Call tho UAO Off lea for more Information!
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Former Miss BGSU takes state crown
tty much entered the Miss BGSU
pageant for the opportunity to
editor
sine."
She said that at her first pagA University student has eant 28 women competed for the
found that being herself is the title and that she placed in the
most important part of winning top 12 contestants. She won a
a title — and that attitude has non-finalist talent award for
lead to her crowning as the new singing and that was the incentive to enter again. During her
Miss Ohio.
Sarah Evans, 23, is no second year she knew more
stranger to competition. She about what to expect and that
was named Miss BGSU 1986 as a helped her to win the Miss BGSU
junior human resource man- title.
Third time must be a charm,
agement major and has comS;ted three times in the Miss especially for the Van Wert
native. After her first two tries
hio pageant.
Evans, now a graduate stu- in the Miss Ohio pageant the
dent in business administration third time was the payoff. Evans
at the University, said her said that the experience that her
friends convinced her to enter first two tries gave her allowed
her first Miss BGSU pageant. her to know what to expect at the
After returning from a summer state level and gave her more
at Cedar Point in 1984, her self-confidence. But it also helfriends told her about the com- ped her evaluate and reach the
petition and she decided to en- goals she set for herself.
"(The first time I entered the
"I got back to school and my Miss Ohio pageant) my goal was
friends told me about the pro- to make the top 10 and since I
gram," she said. "I hadn't even reached that goal it was wonderheard about it to tell the truth, ful," she said. "The second year
and I think that is the case with I entered the pageant I won the
the (Miss Ohio) program. I pre- preliminary swimsuit contest

"I am only going to compete
(in Miss America) once, so I
am trying to make everything
as perfect as it can be...The
person is what counts."

by Judi Kopp

kPICNIC ON THE PATIOk
"

SPONSORED BY THE OFFICE OF MINORITY AFFAIRS

"

--Sarah Evans, Miss Ohio
and again made the top 10.
However I didn't reach my goal
of the top five and I was disappointed.
"Not making (the top five)
made me sit down and reevaluate my personal goals,"
she said.
Evans said she realized that
her desire to reach the top five
made her become a "molded
pageant contestant" and that
wasn't what the judges look for
in Miss Ohio.
"I sat down and said to myself
'if you want to become Miss
Ohio, you have to be yourself.'
"she said. "I did well but I realized I wasn't myself.''
She entered the Miss Pickerington pageant last July, which
gave her 11 months to prepare
for the Miss Ohio contest. She
said she was glad to have the

time to prepare because she
started graduate school and that
took up a lot of her preparation
time.
Four other University students competed with Evans in
the Miss Ohio contest including,
Kelly Stoddard, Theresa Wagner, Tara Warner and Ami LeMaster, last year's Miss BGSU.
Evans said it was no problem
competing against her friends
because of the maturity and
professionalism among them,
and that it was encouraging to
have a familiar face around.
"It was fun having friendly
faces around. It made the entire
week go smoother, because I
could Joke around with them,"
she said. "We could also talk out
a lot of things (about the pageant) and share a lot of experiences as we went through them.

SUMMER
IS HERE
SWEATERS

I ALL MINORITY STAFF AND STUDENTS!
ARE INVITED

SWEATS

"Being able to talk also helped
some of them know what to expect," she said.
Between now and the Miss
America pageant. Sept 10, she
will be making appearances
across the state and preparing
for competition in Atlantic City.
She said her first week as Miss
Ohio has been busy and her
schedule will be much the same
through September.
"(Last) week I made several
appearances in Columbus.
Mansfield and Pickerington,
she said. "I'll also be emceeing
several beauty pageants statewide before the competition.
"Ill also be getting ready for
Atlantic City by working on my
interviews and performances. I
have to keep up with current
events because that 'allimportant interview' truly is
important. The judges are
choosing a person really for a
$135,000 a year job. Miss America receives $35,000 in scholarships and over $100,000 in appearances and prizes."
Evans said because she
doesn't want to fall into the
'molded pageant contestant'
role, she will only try at the
national level once.
"I am only going to compete
(in Miss America) once, so I am
trying to make everything as
perfect as it can be," she said.
It's easy to get caught up in the
excitement, but I know that the
judges are looking for real people. The person is what counts."
She said she went to the Miss
America pageant last year and
that experience has given her
the audience point of view. She

I TIME:

3:00 P.M.

I

DRESSES
ACCESSORIES

TOLEDO, OHIO
Franklin Park Mall
Portaldc

... and MUCH MORE

.WHERE: STUDENT SERVICES PATIO
I
(STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.)
f

|

^^
Happy Hours

New!
COME JOIN THE FUN! | Upstairs
at the

Monday - Friday
4-9 p.m.

Munchie Buffet

Coupon
Specials

Every Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
Bands begin at 6 p.m.
Monday, Friday & Saturday
Bands begin at 9 p.m.

11:00 AM. 'til CLOSE
COUPON--

104 S. Main St., B.G.
Good oo

ccnbirulion
2 Pieces of Chicken,
whitttdali
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
ontaaortr
No
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit SuCtlulom
(or only $1.99 with this coupon.
Limit 1 package per coupon
$0 QQ

Customer pays all applicable sales lax

-COUPON
Good on
oo*Tt*n«lci
won.4 at*
onMrsoxtv
No
Sut»l«utoo»

for only $1.99 with this coupon.
Limit 1 package per coupon.
Jrt

Good on
avftontfon
wni* I di«
onMuontv.

University
Graphic Arts Services
expires

7/13/88
BGN

expires
7/13/88
BGN

s.JL»,

2.09
Good on

OOTOml'On
2 Pieces of Chicken,
oMaldvt
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
No
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit SuWHwtoni
tor only $1.99 with this coupon.
Limit 1 package per coupon
SO 00

can

turn your
into a
"typesetter"
• IBM PC or compatible users with Multimate
or Wordperfect software, or

expires
7/13/88
" BGN

mm ■ \J ^r

• Macintosh Plus users with MacWrite or
Microsoft Word,
you can have files on your disks converted
into typeset quality work, simply and easily.

COUPON—Wov/ Featuring—
Frtsh-Baked Buttermilk Biscuit* Mad* From Scratch
"Use Our Convenient Dnvs Thru-

A vailable!

will be Friday, July 1, noon
372-2601

214 West Hall

CAMBRIDGE COMMONS
Brand New
Large Two Bedroom Unfurnished Apts.
- includes stove, refrigerator, dishwasher
starting at 8425.00 per month plus electric
available in August. Located on South College
1/2 block North of Napoleon Rd.
319 E. Wooster
Office Hours 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
354-2260
or
352-6553

COUPON-

We Have

edition of the BG News

John Newlove Real Estate

$

Hot SOUpS

for the July 6th

BGN

OQ

-COUPON-

353-0988

expires

mm ■ \J ^f

Customer pays all applicable sales tax.

»

^WMfTM

Advertising Deadline

7/13/88

tern m \J ^f

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit

Customer pays all applicable sales tax

m.

Playing this week
"Square One"

with these

Customer pays all applicable sales tax

Due to the July 4th Holiday,

4-7 p.m.

We feature
LIVE ENTERTAIMENT
Six days a week!

SPECIAL SAVINGS

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit
lor only $1.99 with this coupon.
Limit 1 package per coupon.

"My parents have always
supported me in everything I attempt," she said. "They have
always told me to do my best
and to understand why things
happen. There is a reason for
everything and if you don't understand now, you will soon."
"No matter what happens, the
sun will still come up in the
morning," she said.

American Heart:
Association

SHORTS

THURSDAY, JUNE 30,1988 *

"I'm very excited, but not
nervous. I went to (see a friend
participate) in last year's Miss
America pageant, and I'm glad I
got to go. It's given me experience from the audience point of
view."
"I think seeing the pageant
last year will give me a familiarity with the surroundings," she
said.
She said that if she wins Miss
America, the first runner-up of
the Miss Ohio pageant, Cindy
Peters, will take over her duties
while Evans tours nationally. If
not however, Evans will continue with the 'overwhelming' job
of Miss Ohio.
"Even if I don't win Miss
America, I will always be able to
say 'I was Miss Ohio,'" she said.
"To be one of the 51 women
competing (in the Miss America
pageant) is simply fabulous. But
when I was younger, I had never
thought I would someday be
Miss Ohio."
She said her parents are her
biggest inspiration and have given her the support she has
needed over the years.

SLACKS
SKIRTS

'WHEN:

is looking forward to getting the
participant's point of view this

Kentucky Fried Chicken
1020 N. Main, 352-2061
-use Our Convenient Drive Thru'

°"VE ""TO"!!* IfSHsti! »*•*■"

Call 372-7418
for further information.
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'Madhatter' motto: commercial is out
by Therese Drake
staff reporter

BG News/Kraig Pyer

Ed Cratty. lead singer of the band Madhatter, sings his version of the Rolling Stones "Let's Spend the Night
Together." Catty and Madhatter play a blend of classic rock-n-roll ranging from Elton John to the Beatles.

Out front it's just another
night at Howards. As usual the
sign out front proclaims the bar
has "Live Entertainment Tonight." Inside, however, it's a
different story.
Walking along the bar in the
front room there is a different
atmosphere. Noise from people
talking just fades into the background. There is a sense of anticipation in the air.
In the main room, the musicians take the stage. They don't
look like the average band.
The lead singer is wearing
glasses, a Pink Floyd t-shirt and
blue suede Converse tennis
shoes. His long hair sways back
and forth as he checks his
equipment.
The keyboard player looks
almost young enough to be his
son. The drummer and guitar
players resemble the traditional
image of musicians a little more
closely, but as a whole, the ensemble is definitely a departure
from the typical music scene.
Madhatter begins to play.
The band is what separates
this night from every other. Not
only do they look different, but
they really are different. Unlike
many musicians, the members
of Madhatter have a distinct
concept of themselves, their
music and what they want to
convey with it.
According to lead singer Ed
Cratty, "The basis of our success is not because we're good or
special. It's that we have a philosophy."
The band's philosophy includes playing music they believe in and can perform well
and remaining detached from
the commercial image adopted
by most bands. It's a formula
that works for Madhatter.
Inspired by such artists as the
Beatles. Elton John. Jethro Tull
and Pink Floyd, the band plays a
repertoire of classic rock. The
band prefers classic rock to pop.
"I'm doing the same music.
I've watched trends come and
go. I don't follow it," Cratty
said.
According to him, "The world
is so imperfect right now. The
neat thing about getting to play

"The world is so imperfect right now. The
neat thing about getting to play for these
people is that they can come and for those
few hours, forget about it."
-Ed Cratty, lead singer of Madhatter
for these people is that they can
come and for those few hours,
forget about it."
For Billy Hanway, lead guitar
player, following current pop
doesn't work either, "I take music seriously, it' like a revolution
forme."
According to both, they find
more meaning in the older music. "I believe it's an emotion, a
way of expressing yourself,"
Hanway said.
Madhatter has found such a
comfortable niche at Howard's
because the audience that
comes to hear the band play has
a very similar attitude to that of
the band.
No one group dominates the
eclectic audience. Some
underage kids try to sneak in,
while others have no need to
flash their Golden Buckeye
cards at the front door. All come
together in what Hanway described as "a melting pot.

"This place is the greatest gig
in Northwest Ohio," Hanway
said. His future plans for the
band include "seeking out the
Howard's of the world.
Cratty and Hanway are pursuing their musical interests further by opening a new store
called 'Madhatter' on August 1.
The store will offer "Alternative, mainstream and collector's
music, as well as t-shirts and
posters," Hanway said.
The title 'Madhatter' was first
used for the original band started by Cratty. After a four-year
stint of playing as 'Man Overboard,' the current group got
together and began using the orieinal band name.
Madhatter now consists of
Cratty singing lead vocals.
Hanway on lead guitar ana
vocals, Jeff Burns playing bass
and vocals, Jeff Martin as percussionist and Steve Feehan on
keyboards.

j COUPON y^JXB- COUPON
I $1°° off Footlongs or Regular Size Salads I
•SUB&KrW*
Sandwiches A Salads

353-0204

WOODLAND ■
MALL
I

Extra 25 %

4

will be deducted from

WE GOT THE FAX

Post Office
li Continued from page 1.
"I had some trouble with my
bank and I hadn't heard from
(the bank) for a while," Waddington said. "I called over to

the post office and they said they
were still sitting on the change
of address cards, but that I was
more than welcome to come to
the office and pick up my mall."

SEASONED Students

Why use our FAX machine?
Because:
•

precise copy can be transmitted,
avoiding mistakes that can occur
verbally over the phone.

•

turnaround time on an order can be
reduced.

Compare Rent and Benefits
SPRING: Cool lawn to "layout" on
SUMMER: Hot deal - Low rent
FALL: Crisp trees create color
WINTER: Cold day - Short walk
Come see us,

Entire Stock
(already !4 price or less)

w

all sales final - no exchanges

Ponder Puff
525 Ridge St.

_

•

expensive over-night mailings can
be eliminated.
M Vu
For Quick Communication
CALL 419-352-5762
FAX 419-352-9572
OR STOP BY
111 S. Main, Bowling Green
quick print, inc.

Two
Pairs,

One Price!

MID-AM MANOR APARTMENTS

Buy a pair of bifocal eye glasses
and a pair of reading glasses
all at one low price. Choose
from our wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or
scratch coated plastic lenses, and
round or flat top 25mm bifocals.

641 Third St., Manager - Apt. 4
352-4380

RESUMES

For a resume that can do the job,
depend on Kinko's Laser Typesetting.

kinko's
the copy center
354-3977
Bowling Gram. Ohio 43402

w

Oversize, high power, tinted,
photochromatic and specialty
bifocals and trifocals are priced
slightly higher. Please note that
eye examinations are priced
separately and insurance* programs cover only one pair of
glasses.

The Best In Main-Stream Rock
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week
Now Appearing through July 3 'The Affair"
Mon., June 27 "Champion"

MtiiBMdnt
College I.D. Night
Free admission with
valid l.d.

Svndgy

Wet T-Shirt Contest
- and Quarter Beer Night

You must be completely
satisfied or we will
return your money.
Offer expires 7/5/88.

Thgrf^qy
Ladies' Night
No cover for
Ladies

$8488
for Both PAirs

Monday
"Video Ventures"
Video games free
No cover

Byrnaiati Plaza
139 S. Byrne (near Hill). Toledo SIMM

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sytvania
472-1113
• <9U Surftngttn Opfec* / tlTM

Bowling Green
Stadium Plaza

352-2533
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The Big Showdown is big letdown
Heavyweight division is in sad state of affairs

Closed-circuit
viewers heated

by Tom Reed
sports columnist

When it ended, many got up
from their seats (some whicn
cost over $1500) and left the Atlantic City Convention Center
feeling disappointed. This was to
be expected, considering the
fans didn't get their money's
worth.
When Michael Spinks finally
got up from his seat (the one
Mike Tyson helped him find) he
too felt disappointed. Of course,
Spinks was one of the few who
did get his money's worth, Monday night.
He earned (13.5 million for 91
seconds of work.
That's all the time Tyson
needed to knockout Spinks in
their heavyweight title fight on
the Boardwalk. In fewer than
two minutes the Big Showdown
became the Big Letdown. The
sudden finish culminated a night
of boxing which won't soon be
forgotten.
And yet. in a sad way the
event lived up to its billing. Because "Once and For All, the
heavyweight division showed it
has no future in professional
boxing.
The main event was bad and
the preliminaries were even
worse. Muhammad Ali sat at
ringside, witnessing a spectacle
which in no way resembled
some of the great cards he headlined.
However, in a grotesque
sense, the former champ personified the pathetic state in
which the heavyweight division
finds itself. Ali, who 10 years ago
danced circles around opponents, now barely has the
strength to walk in the ring and
wish fighters good luck.
Some say he suffers from
Parkinson's disease, others believe he iust took too many
blows to the head. Whatever it
may be, Ali is a fossil of his former self. Much the same can be

by Associated Press

For a night, Mike Tyson and Michael Spinks made money
faster than Donald Trump.
The fans who paid to see 91 seconds of fighting on closed circuit Monday night reacted like the tenants in some of the rentcontrolled buildings Trump buys in New York — they were livid.
"I'm disgusted," Malcolm Hart of Detroit said. "Spinks
could have gave a battle. I could have lasted three rounds. It
was thirty dollars for a few seconds."
"I want my money back, if I can'tget my money back, I want
at least half," Erick Strickland of Chicago said. "I'd go twenty
rounds with Tyson for half of what Spinks got. I paid a hundred
bucks for this?"
"I'd get in the ring with Tyson for three-point-five million
dollars and last longer than Spinks did. And I'm forty-four
years old," Dan Haupt of Overland Park, Kan., said.
Some of the fight fans had thoughts of a fix.
"It's clearly a setup if they only fight a couple of seconds,"
Keith Hampton of Detroit said. "Tyson hardly hit Spinks and
he went down. They're friends. They'll laugh together about it
after the fight."
"Spinks took us to the bank," Dwayne Browder of Chicago
said. "He got knocked out intentionally. Spinks is laughing at
us."
The fight was shown in theaters around the country and available in some areas at home on pay-per-view cable.
In Atlanta, the fight was shown at the Fox Theater, where
"Gone With The Wind" premiered a half-century ago. About
5,500 attended, paying up to $100 for the fight and a buffet dinner.
While some locations were full, Kemper Arena in Kansas
City, Mo., was relatively empty.
More than 2,300 people watched the fight at the Starlight
theater in Latham, N.Y., where Tyson fought in some of his ealry fights. The only person who was booed more than Spinks
was Tyson's wife, Robin Givens, who drew catcalls evey timei
she appeared on screen.
While many of the beautiful people were at ringside in Atlantic City, N.J., boxing promoter Bob Arum, of Top Rank Inc.,
watched at the Las Vegas Hilton, the hotel where Tyson won a
heavyweight unification series.
Arum said he had predicted Tyson would win in the first
round and "if not the first definitely the second."
While many fans were upset, some were pleased they had
seen the fourth fastest fight in heavyweight championship history.

cmms.
ITOPPHll^T

said for the division he helped
make famous.
It has been overrun by dull,
bloated fighters who lack any
dedication to the sport. Once the
top divison in boxing, the heavyweight ranks have been on the
decline since the middle of
Larry Holmes' reign. Back then
conditioning was mandatory.
Today, your average heavyweight has more spring in his
stomach than his step.
But there weren't supposed to
be any average fighters on Monday night's heavyweight bill.
The undercard was filled with
top contenders and the main
event spoke for itself.
It was hyped as one of the
biggest evenings in the sport's
history. The world watched via
closed circut, expecting plenty
from an event which is to gross
over $70 million.
What the viewers got was a
mixture of comedy and tragedy.
The National Anthem was sung
by pop artist Jeffery Osbourne.
It should have been done by
Ozzy Osbourne, a man much
more attuned to this type of bizarre environment.
A side-show atmosphere surrounded this title fight. Tyson's
private life was reported to be in
turmoil. His wife, actress Robin
Givens, and mother-in-law,
Ruth Roper, were at odds with
both Tyson and his manager Bill
Clayton. The actress and her
mom accused Clayton of mismanaging Tyson's funds.
Some believe this family feud
will lead to a divorce.
These out-of-the-ring problems, more than anything,
seemed to legitimize Spinks
Suest for an upset. It was as
lough the challenger's ability
alone could not attract enough
interest in this fight.
Then came the fracas which
erupted moments before the
combatants were led to the ring.
Spinks' manager Butch Lewis,
the guy who never wears a shirt
under his suit coat, was incensed

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
• IDEAL FOR GRADUATE STUDENTS •
Quiet Atmosphere. 1 & 2 Sem. Leases '34000 mo.

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

15)99 Grove Rd
Garrettfvllle, Ohio 44231

216-54*4511

F™ PORTAGE QUARRY *^
Recreation Club, Inc.
present the SEVENTH ANNUAL

at PORTAGE QUARRY - 1 mil* louth ol Bowling Green on St. Rt. 25

* Gates Open at 10:00 a.m. ■ Music Starti at 12:0O noon *
- Hear The Music Ol -

THE PROOF — GEORGIA PEACH
LOVED BY MILLIONS — THE OTHER HALF
and Mr. "Smokin' In the Boys Room" himself

CUB KODA
Fireworks Start At Dark!
|«

»
■

MOGUUS

FOODONSALEI
Nouea Nona coast roncnon MOAT?

ADVANCE TICKETS | *\
S6.00
FINDiti and rotlAet OUAMY

S'ooaimaon
no uuMDii

NO RE-ADMISSION

FREE PARKING * NO DISCOUNT fOR CHUDRCN * RAIN DATt JULY 3rd

ENJOY GOOD LIVING

.WITH

4
4
»

<^£fe*>

Housing Openings for Fall
HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT - 8TH & HIGH ST,
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6TH AND 7TH
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST

2 brdroom i» Doris
FurrashW wallnwalcapwng
Extra large closets - linen dose)

TflCO BELL
err'.-St'lfc

49C

Silver/Bullet Night
Guys receive three silver bullets and choose a
"perfect" lady to give them to throughout the
evening.
The lady with the most silver bullets at the end
of the evening wins a fantastic cash prize!

95* DRINKS

Itdciirii mart i
DAIRY MART
FARM FRESH

1%-2%$^39

MILK

PLASTIC

DAIRY MART ORANGE DRINK Or

DAtRV WART ALI FLAVOBS

FRUIT
PUNCH

PARTY TIME
ICECREAM

$<|49

PLASTIC
CAL.

IcT

g| POTATO

fiKssa SALAD

$4 89

AND
WATER
PROOUCT

89'

SANORIOCE GOURMET
REG Or SOUTHERN STYLE

WILSON CONTINENTAL DELI

GLAZED
HAM

I

CAl

LB

?99<

FRITOLAY

RUFFLES POTATO CHIPS
BREWSTER

8 0Z
BAG

. CUSTOM SLICED

Baby Swiss Cheese

Lwjndn areas n earn buldng

LB

$f19
$279

Patio area tinls available
SoundconrWionert mtenor

Special Feature*
AI mutants wl be granted mamtwship lo the newly remodeled Hearth Spa: a lacity trial
featuraamaloaowina.
• Son Lampe
• Met06 Sauna

Friday July 1
and
Saturday July 2
Terry Davidson and
the Gears

Gas heat and cooking

ASK ABOUT OUR NCW APARTMINTS ON MERCCR ROAD

• Hydro Spe Whirlpool
• Indoor Heated Pool

a

Friday Night is...

HALF
CAL

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 Hlah St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
Phone 352-9378
9:00-4:30
Monday-Friday

^juttori^

2 10 N. Main
BAND Ui 3DATES ON BGS

T hursday June 30th
S ex Beetles

:^.FIREWORKS BLOW OUT!
:
Saturday, July 2nd
*

□ See Sham, page 8.

PRICES EFFECTIVE JUNE 27 THRU JULY 16 1988

along with SMFM104 and (fuTOlia Extra

"

j]HowarcI's Club H
No Cover

Spinks appeared tense and
snowed no lateral movement in
an effort to keep Tyson at bay.
Instead, he stood there and tried
to trade punches with 'Iron
Mike,' who boasts 31 KOs.
Spinks might as well asked
Tyson, "How would you like my
head served, on a bun or a platter?"

"Tyson will eat him up like a
rare roast beef," the promoter
was quoted as saying last week.
To his credit, Spinks (the for-

Furnished. All Utilities Paid, Including Color TV.,

THE ULTIMATE IN COLLEGE LIVING

mer light heavyweight and heavyweight champion) was a worthy challenger. He is a class act,
who has overcome many hardships to become a great tighter.
Monday night, though, he simply got annihilated.

to learn no offical was present
while Tyson had his hands taped
and gloves laced.
Inprotest, Lewis would not allow Spinks to leave the dressing
room. The delay lasted nearly 30
minutes, in which time the ring
announcer introduced everyone
in the building, including Ali
twice.
The entire episode only
seemed to make Tyson (35-0)
more determined. He devoured
Spinks (31-1) in the same fashion
Don King predicted.

Cable & Free HBO. PHONE: 354-3182 OR 352-1520.

SKYDIVING
Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

Once the top divison in boxing, the
heavyweight ranks have been on the
decline since the middle of Larry Holmes'
reign. Back then conditioning was
mandatory. Today, your average
heavyweight has more spring in his
stomach than his step.

• Shower Maaaage
• Complete Exercise FacMae
and Equipment

Other Rental! — Houeea, ErHclenclee; 1 odrm. Furnlahed A Unlurnlahed

WILSON CONTINENTAL DELI

OFFER GOOD
SUNDAY ONLY
NO LIMIT

□ BEEF BOLOGNA

IB

OAIRY MART

D SUPER DOC Or FRANKS
JUST MADE FOR YOU"

320 E. WOOSTER BOWLING GREEN

B

NESTLE OUIK

CHOCOLATE MILK

HALF
GALLON

$^99
${39

$159

S

June 29,1988

Sham
D Continued from page 7.
Tyson floored Spinks a minute
into the contest with a left uppercut and a body shot. The undisputed champ finished the foe
with a combination, 31 seconds
later.
'Iron Mike' was awesome, he
Kroved without a doubt he is the
est. Yet, Tyson (who will turn
22 tomorrow) is a tragic figure.

He is an outstanding young man,
who's being torn apart by family
and management. Both seem
bent on usurping his wealth.
Had I been Tyson standing
over the fallen Spinks, I would ve looked into the audience,
spotted the mother-in-law and
said: "You'renext."
Unfortunately, for the heavyweight ranks, Mrs.Roper
maybe Tyson's toughest foe on
the horizon. Monday night's preliminaries offered no nopefuls.
just comic relief. Highly-touted

Mike Williams was knocked out
by journeyman Buster Douglas,
while Trevor Berbick lost a decision to Carl "The Truth" Williams.

bald, he is rotund (245 pounds),
he is Buddha reincarniated.
The list of dead beats appears
endless.
Possibly the only real threat
comes in light heavyweight,
Evander Holyfield, who's expected to blossom into a heavyweight soon. As for the next
great heavyweight title fight, it
will probably take place next
Spring.

Berbick, a former heavyweight champ, should have
waddled to the ring to the merry
melody of Weird Al Yankovic's
latest song. "If I have one more
pie ala mode, I'm gonna need
my own zip code."
Speaking of fat. has anyone
That's when Rocky V is
seen 40-year-old contender
George Foreman lately? He is scheduled for release.

Classifieds
Attention Summar Student*
The LMMn and Gay Attanca (LAOA) mil Da
mealing, al summer! For more info and referral*
cal The Onk at 362-1546 Information available, rap sessions, programs, events, support
groups Open to all. BRING A FRIEND1

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

GEORGETOWN
MANOR
APARTMENTS
800 Third St.

SENIORS
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN AUGUST
13, 1888 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY JULY 1, 1888 PLEASE PLACE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN THE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY PHONING
372-2881 IF YOUR OROER IS PHONED IN.
YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE

BIRTH
CONTROL

—

_
-

Confidential care
Fee adjusted to Income

2 bedroom, lurrnshed apartments
Excellent location Reasonable
rent 2-4 person occupancy
Owner pays heat A C . water.
sewer A gas

354-3540
Planned
Parenthood

Call 352-4966

LOST & FOUND
LOST: FEMALE CAT, BLACK WITH WHITE
PAWS, NAPOLEON RO. CALL »2-07(( OR
354-2150 AND LEAVE MESSAGE.
LOST: male neutered house cal: grey tabby
with a lot or black on Its back-answers to name
Lucifer Wearing a red coesr Missing from
Wooster-Menvise Troop Sts area PLEASE
CALL 353-4156

Faculty • Staff
We do
spring cleaning
weekly cleaning
windows
cal 353-8200 or 352-8371 for free estimates
snd references.

THE BEAST FROM THE EAST IS
DEALING A SUPER SPECIAL

GOOD FOR IN HOUSE ONLY

CAMPUS
TANNING
CLUB

12 minimum/bleu chz & celery XTRA

4f

xxtfi tunday

PRICED
on tap & in bottles

125 E. COURT • BOWLING GREEN, OHIO • 352-SI'OT

located directly behind
Dairy Mart
352-7889

Q Continued from page 1.
Attig said a scholar will not be
appointed before fall semester
Two other University departments also received grants by
the Board for program excellence.
The Management Department
received $116,250 to be put
towards the creation of an undergraduate summer Research
Institute program to "bring in
serious undergraduate students
to interact with faculty. Undergraduate students do not have
extensive oportunities to
interact with facutly throughout
the regular year, said Chan

Hahn, acting chairperson of the
department.
The Visual Communication
Technology Department which
was awarded $146,500, will work
to establish a Digital Imaging
Laboratory, which will allow
concepts to be made into hard
copy by using computers, according to Ezell Ernest Jr., VCT
chairman.
A computer network system
will be developed also to "to link
lab equipment to the faculty offices, "'he said.
The Board granted between
$94,000 and $246,500 to 22 programs at Ohio universities and
colleges this year that they considered to be the best undergraduate programs.

WANTED

Apartment rentals available
tor Island spring
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
office el 318 E Wooeler

FrM room A board In exchange tor babysitting
A cooking Need car Home located in BQ
Phone 362-1832

Cal 354-2260

PERSONALS
A to Z Data Center
Helping you meet el your typing needs
148S Mem 362-50*2

ATTENTION STUDENTS 18 A OVER
Miss the grandfather causer'
Ws have rhs sokrtioni
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS AT
UPTOWN
are lor you1
music, dancing, non-alcohol drinks
Open 8pm $2 00 admission

SERVICES OFFERED
Abortion, morning after treatment
Proud to be pro-choice
Center for Choice II, Toledo.O 255-7788

2 it M mtydey

TYPING SERVICES lor al types of papers
Including dissertefions using
Xatox Memorywriter
362-3887 from 8 a m -9 p.m.

Scholar

Attention Al women interested In
BMng s soronty this fal please « out
a Ruah Appicatlon card at 426 S.S. Bldg
Including a $25 non-refundable Rush fse by
Aug. 1 si. H you have any questions please
cal the Penhelenlc Office st 372-2634 or
the Greek Life Office at 372-2151
Applications must be completed by Aug. 1

INTRAMURALS SESSION II ENTRIES FOR
MEN'S. WOMEN'S, COED SOFTBALL. TENNIS ANO GOLF; AND COED VOLLEYBALL
ARE DUE THURSDAY, JULY 7 BY NOON IM
OFFICE HOURS ARE MON . TUES , THURS..
8 00-12 30. FRI. 8:00-11:30 AND CLOSED
ON WEDNESDAY

HELP WANTED
Immediate openmg tor srchitectural dreftsperson. Reply: Seneca Lumber A Miliwork
P O Box 428 Fostorls. OH 44830. PH.
418-435-8671
LOOKING FOR WORK EXPERIENCE PLUS
PAY? Computer Science, MIS. Procurement.
end Retail atudents sre needed for good
positions Fell Sem. Cell 372-2451 tor Info.
Organist needed for Bowing Green Protestant
Church One Sunday Service, one Choir
rehearsal weekly.Pteese call 352-0170 or
352-8108
Window washer
30-40 hours per week
Cal 352-5822
"HIRING! Government fobs ■ your are*.
$15,000 - $88 000 Cal (602) 8388885
EXT. 4244 "

FOR SALE
Can you buy Jeepe. Cera, 4 X 4 a SeUed in
drug raids for under $100 007 Cal for facts today 602-837-3401. Ext 288

Learn the beelcs of kldology - the study of the
eye for health Sessions Thure . June 30 A
Thurs . July 21 Cal O'a Herbs A Vitamins N 353-0005

Large couch, good condition
Very comfortable $40.00.
3520848 between 68pm

Yuppie Bar - Cheapest Prices In Town
FoosbeJ. Pool. 50 hotdogs
Summer Hrs: 6pm til 2am Men thru Sat.

Sunglasses
Vuemet, Ray-Ban
Serengettl. Wayfarer
10% discount with ad
1022N Prospect 352-2602

Jay-Mar Apartments
803-815 8th Street
Summer A Fal Rentals
starling at $355.00 a month
Furn . unfum . laurwry A A C
354-8036 883-1081

Georgetown Manor Apts-800 Third St.
Limited openings for 2 bdrm furn. spts for Fall.
Cal 352-4866
Need male and lemale students to hll spanments and houses for school year 1888-68
Phone 362-7365
Penvsburg Inn. 26054 St Rt 25 (st I 475)
Special student rste-$18. Phones, specie)
monthly, weekly A exam rates In-room mo
vies.HBO Wsterbeds-874-8363
Three bedroom house on Third St available lor
summer rental (greet rate) Also svassble in
Aug with 12 mo lease. 353-1682.
To sublet: 1 bdrm furn apt on 2nd St. 12 mo.
lease begins Aug 18 A $275 00 plus utt. Cal
Tins. 3548504
Two bedroom unfurnished apt. lor rent, fal rental only Cal after 2pm -3543533

V)uVc
astute enough
to discuss the
philosophical
ramifications of
Victor FrankTs
"Existential
\acuum?

FOR RENT

Taylor Olds-Cadillac has

a used car built just
for you!

Apt to sublease 850 Scott Hamilton, for Fal
Semester Price negotiable Cal Sue at (216)
382-7537.

1M7 CiOSMOMU CALAIS
2 dr., air. aufo, stereo
1986 FOtO AEtOSTAR
7 passenger von

And you're
still smoking?

IMS MBKURT TOPAZ 01
2 dr., manual, cloth
IMS OLDS 'M MQtNCY
4 dr., well-equipped
IMS PONTIAC GRAND AM
2 dr.. loaded
1M4 MJKK OMTIMY
4 dr.. maroon
IMS OLDS TORANADO
2 dr.. maroon
IMS Mltac USAMI
Estate VITA. 6 passenger

WHAT IF YOU DOin G£T
INTO THE GMD SCHOOL
OF YOUR CHOICE?
Sure, there ere other schools But why
s«Toe> Kaplan helps smdents raise their
scores era] their chances of bring ad mil
led irnothetr first -choice schools fed is.
no one has helped students score higher1

IMI CHEVROLET CAPRICE

4 dr., well-equipped

STMUTH IsnUBaXAtlOIUiaaTBITi

Prarpara with ut this
iummar lor
Fall Exama Call 536-3701
3450 W. Cantral, Sulla 322,

The
Balloonman
Balloonman
Bouquets
delivered In
costume for
any
occasion!

352-6061

Tolado.

ATTENTION
BGSU STUDENTS 18 ft OVER

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR FALL

Did you miss the "grandfather clause"? If so, we have the solution!

^tflNfcSDAY ***HTS

Hurry - Don't Miss Out I!
Apartments Going Fast
are for you!
Plenty of music, dancing, videos
open 8 p.m.

$2.00 admission
- non-alcoholic drinks available for those of legal age, your favorite beverages are available plus no admission charge

^3t?»? UJou ZJomoktl
162 N. Main St.

B.G.
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One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
Heat, Water, and Trash removal all included
Full-time Maintenance
Swimming Pools
Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks
Special Summer Rates
3 Locations
• Palmer Avenue • South Summit St. • Napoleon Road
Office; 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135
Mon.-Fri. 9-5
Saturdays 10-3

